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XI. Charles Mingus 
 

It was Mingus who soon became the dominant jazz composer of his time and the one who 
had the furthest-reaching influence on what he called “jazzical moods.” Even as far back as his 
1940s recordings of Story of Love and Inspiration (which later, with lyrics added, became God’s 
Portrait), Mingus evolved a highly unusual and individual style of scoring that sounded classical 
yet seemed to owe nothing to any particular classical composer. Generally, he gravitated towards 
unusual, dark keys such as D� or E� minor; his melodic structures often followed the unusual 
chord changes rather than leading them; and his instrumentation usually focused on low strings 
and brass (cello, French horn, trombone, bass and sometimes viola) with the upper range provid-
ing contrast via high winds (flute, clarinet, and alto sax). Even at Brandeis, where he had the op-
tion to use violins if he chose, he scored Revelations in this manner. And curiously, Mingus 
never felt compelled to complete the work, leaving this “first movement” an orphan for the re-
mainder of his life. Jazz critic Brian Priestly has suggested filling in the work with other pieces 
from around the same time, such as Slippers, although I hear it better filled out with Adagio ma 
non troppo as the second movement and Far Wells, Mill Valley as the third. 

Four our purposes here, we shall go back to 1953 to begin our chronology of his works, 
specifically with the first recording of Eclipse. Written for Billie Holiday, who never sang it, the 
lyrics refer to interracial love (“Eclipse…where the moon meets the sun…Eclipse…where two 
bodies meet as one”). It’s not certain, at this late date, whether it was the difficult chord changes 
in the bridge that threw Holiday or that she felt uncomfortable with the lyrics, but it’s interesting 
to note that in his first recording, Mingus used a white singer, Janet Thurlow. In addition, the 
lineup of musicians is interesting: mainstream jazz trumpeter Ernie Royal, MJQ leader John 
Lewis on piano, future jazz A&R man Teo Macero on baritone sax, professional session player 
Jackson Wiley on cello, and bop great Kenny Clarke on drums. The eclectic nature of this en-
semble, none of whom with the exception of trombonist Willie Dennis, ever worked regularly 
with Mingus (although Macero and saxist Danny Bank continued to sit in on recordings occa-
sionally for another couple of years), indicates that he was unsettled professionally at this time. 
1953 was the year that Mingus worked, for only one week, in Duke Ellington’s orchestra, and 
although he had founded the Debut label a year earlier (along with his wife Celia and drummer 
Max Roach), he did not have a steady working band at the time of this recording session in Oc-
tober 1953. Yet not even an unsettled regular band stopped Mingus from writing and creating 
pieces. We have already explored some of his Tristano-influenced work in a previous chapter; 
now we will follow that thread through to the formation of his mature style. 

A recording session made a year after Eclipse featured two more of his works based on 
classical principles, Eulogy for Rudy Williams and Gregarian Chant. The structures of each 
piece is different from the other, yet both display his continued fascination with form. The 
Eulogy was written for his cousin, alto saxophonist Rudy Williams, who died by drowning that 
year, and begins with an open chord of A� and C, with the former on top and the latter on the 
bottom. The alto saxist (John LaPorta) quickly enters, playing a rather odd, convoluted melody 
in C minor, in which the trumpet and baritone sax join to create a chord cushion. What makes the 
tonality sound so unsettled is Wiley’s cello, slithering in a scalar or chromatic fashion through 
the orchestration. This was a technique that was to become a feature of Mingus’ mature style. 
The tenor sax and cello hold the A� while the tonality suddenly turns chromatic. Unlike George 
Russell, who would frequently pass through several keys in the space of a bar or two, Mingus 
enjoyed moving into remote realms and staying there for a while, perhaps to disorient the listener 
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and remove any expectations of resolution. It is exactly this sort of compositional framework that 
made Mingus’ music sound darker, sometimes more sinister, than many of his contemporaries’. 
Eventually the music settles (if that is really the right word) in F minor for a remarkable bass 
solo by Mingus over the strange chording; then the bassist holds a pedal point while the piano 
plays a brief passage (possibly written out), then eventually the music settles into F minor for a 
full chorus solo by the alto saxist and another by the pianist (Mal Waldron). Eventually, how-
ever, the unsettled feeling of tonality returns (underscored by sepulchral-sounding drums, bass, 
and cello), then the tenor and alto saxes play against each other, followed by a Wiley cello solo 
with clarinet wailing high above, leading to a final chorus and denouement.  

Gregarian Chant, conceived as an improvised piece based on an initial motif played by 
the bass in d minor (another one of Mingus’ favorite keys), evolves more as a multi-voiced 
fugue, with various voices entering and playing their own thing while still complementing the 
leader’s ongoing bass melody. Eventually Mingus switches from bowed bass to pizzicato, the 
tempo picks up, and the complexity is reduced to three voices (clarinet, tenor sax, and alto sax) 
before the tempo slows again and Wiley enters playing bowed cello. The piano comes in at this 
point, too, as does Mingus again, leading to a quick finale. It isn’t so much the length of the 
piece that impresses one—it lasts less than three minutes—so much as the astonishing way in 
which they were able to commune with each other at a moment’s notice in such a piece. 

By 1954 Mingus was calling his recording groups the “Charles Mingus Jazz Workshop,” 
a name he would continue to use into his mature period of the early 1960s. This group also in-
cludes the amicable Macero on both tenor and baritone sax, Wiley again on cello, and one of his 
newest discoveries, trumpeter Thad Jones. Thrice Upon a Theme begins and ends as a round, 
played superbly by clarinetist LaPorta, Macero, and the leader on bass. There is something about 
this piece that put me in mind of some of Tony Scott’s work from the same period. Eventually 
the canon effects fall away and it becomes a rather straightahead piece in B� minor, yet due to 
the constant playing of a countermelody by Macero on baritone beneath LaPorta’s clarinet, the 
music retains its strong feel of classical structure, which even a plucked bass solo by Mingus 
does not disturb; and, again, there is that unmistakable touch of melancholy, or possibly cyni-
cism, in the music that mark it as quintessential Mingus. A crashing chord cluster on piano stops 
the momentum while the clarinet and baritone sax play fast, sinister counter-lines towards its 
conclusion. Minor Intrusions, from the same session, begins as a melancholy but medium-tempo 
theme in F minor (played on bowed cello with Mingus on pizzicato bass), leads into a compara-
tively happy solo by Jones on trumpet, but then brings the tempo way down for a rare piano solo 
by Mingus (with Wiley underpinning on cello). Jones returns on trumpet, turning in a brilliant 
solo. In fact, it was during this period of time that Mingus, upset that Clifford Brown would 
never play any of his tunes, made the statement that Jones was the superior musician—possibly 
an overstatement, yet one is continually impressed by Jones’ work during this period. At about 
the halfway mark (5:40) the opening theme is repeated, but this time just by the cello and bass 
(with drums and tambourine) before the saxes and trumpet eventually join in. There is something 
quite elegant in the simplicity of this tune’s structure that makes one concentrate on how it all 
fits together and makes a cohesive whole. 

Portrait, a.k.a. God’s Portrait, received its most astonishingly beautiful performance in 
the stunningly beautiful arrangement written by Alonzo Levister. Levister gave this to Mingus, 
and it formed a bond of friendship that led to the latter being featured on Debut Records in his 
Manhattan Monodrama session. Here it is scored for Jones as the solo voice on trumpet against a 
lush background of Louis Mucci’s mellow trumpet, LaPorta and the great flautist Julius Baker on 
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woodwinds, Wiley on cello, a French horn, two bassists (Milt Hinton and Fred Zimmerman), 
drummer Joe Morello (who became a member of the Dave Brubeck Quartet the following year), 
and an unidentified string section. The only drawback to this performance is that the somewhat 
thin monophonic sound did not do full justice to the orchestration, yet it remains a superlative 
example of how to score a jazz ballad without simplifying or dumbing down the music. Levister 
achieves this by keeping the string and woodwind figures moving within the arrangement, often 
in countermotion, filling in the spaces in the tune rather than just providing a soft, billowy cush-
ion of “string air,” so to speak. Indeed, one must listen several times to catch all the subtleties 
and intricacy that Levister worked into this remarkable score. 

Love Chant, from 1955, is played by one of the earliest regular “Jazz Workshop” bands: 
trombonist Eddie Bert, a veteran from the big band era, is joined by tenor saxist George Barrow, 
pianist Waldron, and Willie Jones on drums. Its structure is clearly defined, and although quite 
obviously a written composition and not a “head,” it is not quite as complex as some of the mu-
sic that preceded it nor as involved as the music that would follow it. Nevertheless, it is charac-
terized by the repeated rhythmic motif that underscores the work, a triplet figure followed by a 
quarter note, repeated ad infinitum throughout the early portion of the piece. The phrase lengths 
are of the normal sort, but the melodic structure floats across bar lines and create an ambiguous 
feeling of harmony when in fact it is quite settled in B� major. Several people I interviewed 
when working on a study of Mingus’ work told me that they never felt that he was a “schooled” 
composer in the sense that he studied others’ scores or consciously borrowed from others, but 
rather was one of the most remarkable intuitive writers who ever lived, an autodidact with what 
jazz musicians call “big ears” who never stopped listening, and learning, as he created. 

By this time, Mingus had begun to establish himself, particularly through his recordings 
for the Atlantic label. Albums like Pithecanthropus Erectus and The Clown made listeners of 
every jazz school sit up and take notice that a genius had arrived in full flower. Mingus’ way of 
shifting tempo, mood, key and color within a piece and keep it fresh and exciting from start to 
finish had already impressed some fans through his self-issued album on Debut, Mingus at the 
Bohemia, where in addition to original pieces such as Jump Monk, Love Chant and Haitian Fight 
Song, he unveiled two pieces showing how his musical mind worked: All the Things You C-
Sharp, a combination of Jerome Kern’s All the Things You Are, Rachmaninov’s Prelude in c-
sharp minor, and music by Debussy, and Septemberly, an arrangement blending September in the 
Rain with Tenderly. Obviously, this was a man who could play with music in his hands as if it 
were putty, reshaping the clay into unusual structures without rigid bar lines, tempos or keys. 

Yet to go from Love Chant to Pithecanthropus Erectus is to make a quantum leap for-
ward not only in structure but in terms of enveloping an emotionally charged, blues-drenched 
piece into a form that evolves as it progresses. The piece was intended to depict the first man-like 
being that walked upright, thus it has a certain “primitive” feel about it, but more to the point it 
shows how Mingus could create pieces, sometimes fragments, of tunes, then weave them to-
gether into a coherent and continuing statement. A mere verbal description, then, of Pithecan-
thropus Erectus, however detailed, will not convey its emotional impact on the listener; it is that 
rarity, a piece of music where the performance is as much a part of it as its composed form. Yet 
when I say “rarity,” I mean rare in the long historical view of music dating back at least two 
thousands years; I do not mean rare insofar as Mingus was concerned, because he was, miracu-
lously, able to maintain this level of intensity on and off for the remainder of his career. The 
variegated sections of Pithecanthropus do not always blend—sometimes they are juxtaposed—
yet as one listens to the evolving series of written sections, interspersed with outbursts from the 
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various instruments as well as the superb and well-structured piano solo by Waldron, in which 
Mingus himself not only plays underpinning but creates counterlines, following which the 
squeals of alto saxist Jackie McLean intrude like a primitive voice of pain and ecstasy, then lead-
ing to a magnificent tenor solo by J.R. Monterose, really have to be heard in toto and in context 
to be appreciated. Superficially, the structure of Pithecanthropus is simpler than many of the ear-
lier works we’ve heard, but it makes a significantly stronger impact on one’s mind and emotions 
because, as I say, the performance is just so powerful. 

Just as George Russell was lured to RCA to make one album, so too was Mingus. In 1957 
he recorded Tijuana Moods, a brilliantly conceived collection of pieces that worked particularly 
well as a jazz suite, and which featured the outstanding and highly individual trumpet playing of 
Clarence “Gene” Shaw, one of the neglected greats of the era. RCA, not seeing any commercial 
potential in Tijuana Moods, did not issue the album until five years later, too late to do Mingus 
or particularly Shaw, who had moved on to other things and virtually disappeared for a while, 
any good. This was the period in which Mingus began to show increasing signs of fluidity—not 
just fluidity of melody and harmony, but most unusual for jazz, fluidity of rhythm. Many of his 
pieces on the Riverside albums East Coasting and Tijuana Moods showed this trend, the rhythm 
ebbing and flowing as the mood struck him. Mingus had what the music business calls “big 
ears,” meaning that he heard everything, and his mind continually worked at incorporating un-
usual sounds into his music. He once famously said that he “plays beautiful, plays ugly…plays 
all sounds: loud, soft, unheard sounds, sounds, sounds, sounds, solid sounds, sounds, sounds…a 
musician who just loves to play with sound.”1 

From Tijuana Moods and his Riverside LPs we can hear this theory put into practice. 
Ysabel’s Table Dance uses the rhythm of castanets, underscored by bass (and featuring brief vo-
cal outbursts by a female singer) to begin and propel a work of remarkable interest and complex-
ity. Here, too, one is aware of Mingus’ extraordinarily skill at making a septet sound almost like 
an orchestra. Part of this is due to the rich tones of the specific instrumentalists (in addition to 
trumpeter Shaw, trombonist Jimmy Knepper and alto saxist Shafi Hadi who stayed with him for 
years) but part of it is also due to the specific lines assigned to them and his way of “spacing” the 
instruments. Because Mingus always thought orchestrally, even as far back as the 1940s (witness 
Story of Love), he was able to create structures in which the ensembles acted not merely as 
bridge passages between solos but rather as construction blocks to set up the solos. Moreover, as 
he showed in Tijuana Gift Shop, he could split his small ensemble like orchestra sections, i.e. 
using the trumpet and alto sax (playing high up in its range) to create a rhythmic motif at the out-
set that would become the underlying foundation of the entire piece (and recur at unexpected 
moments, as under Knepper’s trombone solo). A secondary theme using a different rhythm is 
more melodic than rhythmic, but both come and go. For Mingus, the “release point” in this work 
is the semi-chaotic passage beginning at the 2:30 mark, after which the opening motif returns and 
stays more or less through to the end. Yet the most complex piece on the entire album as Los 
Mariachis, a multi-themed work with multiple tempo shifts and changes. This specific piece 
points ahead towards Mingus’ mature work like Orange Was the Color of Her Dress, Then Silk 
Blue or Meditations, which we shall examine shortly, and it also came at a time when Mingus 
was incorporating more blues hollers and black gospel music into his scores. A trumpet lick that 
comes in around 3:10 becomes, surprisingly, an entirely different theme, and I say “surprisingly” 
because it resembles nothing that came before in either harmony or rhythm, yet somehow it does 
indeed sound like an integral part of the score. Once again, the improvised solos come about in 
                                                
1  http://www.sputnikmusic.com/bands/Charles-Mingus/2342/ 
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such places and in such a way that they sound like commentary on the composed sections and 
not intrusions on the developing structure. 

In the album East Coasting, Mingus was fortunate enough to get Bill Evans to sit in with 
the band, and the pianist provided excellent support as well as apt solo contributions, particularly 
in West Coast Ghost and Conversation. These pieces are in much the same mold as his works on 
Tijuana Moods, the only difference being that they contain no musical reference to Mexican or 
Latin rhythms. Indeed, the trumpet and saxophone exchanges in the former piece strongly re-
semble the kind of outbursts that occurred in Pithecanthropus Erectus. With subtle chording 
from Evans, Shaw plays one of his most interesting solos on a Mingus session, the tempo sud-
denly brought down to a slow pace and the leader’s bass playing portamento slides. Hadi, too, 
slows down the tempo after temporarily bringing it back up again, and the tempo also decreases 
for Evans’ excellent solo. Once more, fluidity is the key to the composition and its performance. 
“Outright jamming” was as offensive to Mingus as it was to Jelly Roll Morton, Red Nichols, 
John Kirby, Eddie Sauter, and Thelonious Monk. If anything, Conversation is even more diffuse 
as a structure, despite a steady tempo. The themes—and there are several short ones here—come 
and go, interacting with each other and with the soloists. Everyone involved in a Mingus per-
formance had to stay on their toes; you couldn’t be distracted or you would lose your place, not 
only in the evolving piece but also in your solo response to what had come before. 

From a later Riverside album we hear Nouroog, the ballad with the double-tempo 6/8 
breaks, and N.Y. Sketchbook, another one of those “portmanteau” works in which a great deal 
happens and not all of it seems at first to be related. The principal theme of the latter is one of 
those peppy kind of tunes that always seemed to be used to represent or typify New York City, 
bustling, excited but not quite happy, while a bit later on Mingus has the instruments imitate 
typical New York street sounds (traffic horns, ambulance sirens, street musicians, traffic cops’ 
whistles, large trucks turning corners) with uncanny accuracy during Bob Hammer’s piano solo. 

Reincarnation of a Love Bird, one of his tributes to Charlie Parker, was initially part of 
his album The Clown, and it is this performance that I find the most interesting because it is the 
most concise in overall structure. Here Mingus takes short, sparse bebop licks, gives them a more 
relaxed rhythm, and strings them together to form a cohesive work. Here, with only two horns to 
work with (Hadi and Knepper), Mingus was unable to create a rich orchestral sound but it didn’t 
really matter. It was the music’s overall arc that attracted and held one’s attention. Passions of a 
Woman Loved, from the same session, is another of those multi-themed, multi-rhythmed works 
like Los Mariachis that were to become a standard for his work in the years to come. 

These nine pieces from 1957 indicate how much music was bottled up inside Mingus and 
how it all came out. They are by no means all of his best pieces, but they are certainly among his 
most interesting, and clearly indicate a major composer at work. Unfortunately, neither Russell 
nor Mingus were given large grants to compose music for ballets, symphony concerts or TV 
broadcasts. They had to make do with what they could assemble and sell to the public, largely in 
night clubs (for Mingus) or concert halls, thus most of Mingus’ best music in the 1960s was 
small-group jazz—that was all, really, he could sell on a nightly basis. Happily, his old cohort 
Teo Macero has become the jazz A&R man at Columbia Records, and Macero signed him for 
two albums, which turned out to be Mingus Ah Um and Mingus Dynasty. Two of the more inter-
esting pieces in the first album were Self-Portrait in Three Colors, a true jazz composition which 
contains no improvisation, and Bird Calls, yet another of his tributes to Parker. The first piece 
has retained its fascination through the decades, yet most jazz groups never play it, possibly be-
cause it doesn’t contain any room for personal expression, while Bird Calls is so rhythmically 
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difficult that only the most virtuosic and adroit jazz groups should ever try to play it. Its frag-
mented melody almost sounds like something Monk would have written, and although once the 
solos come around they are straightahead jazz and don’t sound as tightly bound to the tune’s 
structure as in other Mingus works, they nonetheless enhance what is an already complex piece. 
Horace Parlan, a much-underrated jazz pianist, provides one of the most interesting and original 
solos ever played to the latter work. 

Following the success of Mingus Ah Um, he was invited to record a follow-up album, 
Mingus Dynasty, and on this disc he was allowed to use a richer palette of sound colors. Mingus 
responded by adding flutes and two cellos to his regular mix, and including such creative pieces 
as Diane, Song With Orange, Put Me in That Dungeon and Far Wells, Mill Valley, which com-
bined jazz and classical form with his own curious timbral mixtures. It was his first chance since 
the 1940s to work with such a large group, and he took full advantage of it. In Diane, for in-
stance, he uses these musicians to create a quasi-classical opening, playing his own bass bowed 
underneath the ambiguous melody, which then opens up slightly at 1:16 to become a sort of lyri-
cal piece with piano triplets beneath the surface. Mingus again makes effective use of an out-of-
tempo, “chaotic” passage to act as a bridge to his own bass solo and one by Roland Hanna on 
piano. The reappearance of the tune following this contains some strange altered chords, which 
give it the aura of a new piece, and another out-of-tempo, chaotic passage suddenly ends it. 

Song With Orange, a color and a word that appealed to Mingus because it doesn’t rhyme 
with anything else, almost but not quite resembles a straightahead ballad. Like many works from 
around this period and later, it changes tempos suddenly, shifting into a sort of blues funk 
groove, only with unusual turnarounds and underlying chord structure. Far Wells, Mill Valley is 
a tribute to Farwell Taylor, the California WPA artist and, later, restaurateur who supported and 
encouraged Mingus all through his early years. Once again, theme-shifting is the name of the 
game, in this case with a Middle Eastern-sounding interlude that sounds extremely foreign to the 
musical material surrounding it, yet somehow fits. 

His experience with Mingus Dynasty gave the composer a taste for larger ensembles, as 
did its follow-up album for the Mercury label, Pre-Bird (later reissued as Mingus Revisited). 
Here, he was given the chance to use no less than nine musicians for five pieces on the album 
and a full orchestra of 25 musicians (including no less than four drummers!) for four others (one 
of the pieces recorded, Yusef Isef Too, was unissued and has since disappeared). Typically of 
Mingus, however, the short rehearsal time led to his short temper erupting; the producer was sure 
that the ensuing recording session would be mayhem, only to arrive and find none other than 
Gunther Schuller conducting a now-orderly ensemble. Prayer for Passive Resistance is the most 
interesting composition of the nonet recordings, all the more so because it evinces a gospel/blues 
influence from an era when most of the composer’s works were swing or modern jazz-oriented. 
Three contrasting rhythms eventually set themselves up (one on the bass, a second on drums, and 
a third in the tenor sax solo) before things settle down (so to speak) with unusual, ominous 
chords behind the sax and Mingus playing an intriguing double-time lick on bass. Bemoanable 
Lady sounds much more like the kind of music Mingus was producing in the 1940s, its “Weird 
Nightmare”-like melodic structure underpinned by equally strange chords. Here, Dolphy on alto 
sax plays very much in a Johnny Hodges vein throughout the opening sections, only revealing 
his usual style later on. Yet by far the most intriguing piece from this session, not only in terms 
of musical structure but considering its early date of composition, is Half-Mast Inhibition. Start-
ing in an elegiac mood with bowed bass, cello, clarinet and flute, it moves into a sad little waltz, 
then into a free-form section with no apparent rhythmic pulse before assuming a strong “jazzical 
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mood” with Mingus’ bass underpinning a rhythmic motif played by clarinets which grows faster 
and faster until it suddenly comes to a halt, followed by a sluggish tempo and a bridge passage 
leading towards another theme played by the bowed bass with muted trumpet interjections. 
Trombone and oboe interludes come and go; a habanera rhythm is briefly set up, only to collapse 
once more into a sad little heap and another sad tune. Small wonder Mingus needed someone 
like Schuller to help organize and direct this piece; I doubt whether it could have come together 
without his disciplined input. The music continues to ebb and flow in this way, progressing to 
alternate themes and development in an almost strictly classical way. This was clearly a quite 
advanced composition written by someone in his early 20s with no real formal music education, 
and it is no surprise that it took about 15 years after it was written to finally be recorded. 

Three years later, after leading a successful avant-garde group that included trumpeter 
Ted Curson and clarinetist and alto saxist Eric Dolphy (who later toured Europe with Mingus), 
he signed a three-album contract with Impulse! records. The bassist-composer was evidently still 
in a highly creative mood, because he responded first with The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady. 
In this music, written for a ballet that never took place, the ghost of Joseph Schillinger and his 
methods of inversion, mirroring and making the counterpoint the second melody is very much 
alive, whether or not Mingus was even aware of Schillinger or his method. As Brian Priestly 
pointed out in Mingus: A Critical Biography (Da Capo Books, 1982), Mingus essentially created 
a 40-minute jazz ballet out of roughly 20 minutes’ worth of recorded material by re-recording, 
splicing, overdubbing, and duplicating snippets of music. Mingus had alto saxist Charlie 
Mariano return to the studio with him and play over sections he had already fit into other places. 
Whether inspired composition or studio wizardry, Black Saint in its finished form is a magnifi-
cent piece—so dense musically that, good as my ears are, it was hard for me to identify all of the 
thick chords used in it. For a perfect description of the music, I refer the reader to Mingus’ origi-
nal liner notes, which describe its form and evolving structure. It is one of Mingus’ great master-
pieces, and I’m sure that he found a great deal of satisfaction in its critical reception after the de-
bacle of the Town Hall concert. The layout of the piece is as follows: 

Track A – Solo Dancer (Subtitle: “Stop! Look! and Listen, Sinner Jim Whitney!”) Sue 
Mingus once told me that this was supposed to read, “Jim Whitey” because Mingus was still an-
gry at white critics who vilified his music. This track is largely built around written repeated bass 
and snare drum and cymbal figures suggesting two tempos, above which a repeated low sax fig-
ure creates an ominous mood which is reinforced by a growling plunger trombone. 

Track B – Duet Solo Dancers (Subtitle: “Hearts’ Beat and Shades in Physical Em-
braces.”) A lyrical tune opens this section, followed by a piano interlude and solo, then a second 
theme played by the alto. 

Track C – Group Dancers (Subtitle: Soul Fusion – “Freewoman and Oh, This Freedom’s 
Slave Cries.”) This is the most obviously classical movement, beginning with a slightly melan-
choly piano solo (played here by Mingus), after which a lovely repeated theme played by flutes 
and clarinet leads into breaks played on an acoustic guitar in Flamenco style. This is followed by 
a free-form section, then repeated moaning by the saxes with a solo by Mariano. The slowly ac-
celerating tempo drives the movement to a stirring conclusion. 

Mode D – Trio and Group Dancers (“Stop! Look! And Sing Songs of Revolutions!”) 
Mode E – Single Solos and Group Dance (“Saint and Sinner Join in Merriment on Battle 

Front.”) 
Mode F – Group and Solo Dance (“Of Love, Pain and Passioned Revolt, then Farewell, 

My Beloved, ‘til it’s Freedom Day.”)  
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The last three movements are played without a break, and develop new themes as well as 
some from the first three movements. The join between movements is so seamless that it is diffi-
cult, without a score, to tell where the second and third Modes begin. They start with solo piano, 
a sax interjection with trombone, then a bass solo leads into a melancholy sax melody (very 
much like Ellington) with plunger brass and solo alto. High reeds play a development section, 
followed by a Flamenco guitar break, then a guitar solo developing the music. The full orchestra 
plays softly, then rises in intensity and tempo. There is a rhythmic sax passage with a trumpet 
solo, very agitated. 

The same combination of piano, saxes and trombone returns, then the little flute-clarinet 
melody of Track C. We return to piano for an extended solo, interrupted again by the flutes. 
Then a lovely sax theme in major but with a restless undercurrent. Mariano solos with plunger 
brass interjections, the guitar returns, on and off, first over the alto and then underpinning it. 
Mariano plays a cappella. The orchestra builds up again, increasing tempo gradually, with a wild 
trumpet solo over the melee. The lovely theme returns, leading to a more rhythmic section with 
plunger trombone and growling trumpet. The tempo increases again, rising to a ferocious climax; 
then it recedes briefly before wildly exploding in an orgy of sound. A drum and trombone break 
bring the tempo down once again before rebuilding. 

A great deal of counterpoint is heard in the solo instruments, as they all play off each 
other in different rhythms. Eventually we return to the opening low sax figures of Track A with 
Mariano improvising over it. The saxes recede, leaving Mariano to make the final statement a 
cappella. 

The sonic impact of Black Saint and the Sinner Lady is of a piece that is completely jazz 
and not at all classical, except for Track C. Most of the work’s scoring is heavily influenced by 
Ellington (indeed, it is the most Ellingtonian of all of Mingus’ works), and the repeated rhythmic 
patterns played by tenor and baritone saxes, with growling plunger trombone played by Quentin 
Jackson (a member of the Ellington band at that time), but if one were to substitute strings for the 
saxophones—excepting, of course, Mariano’s improvisations on alto sax—there would be no 
question in anyone’s mind that this is a work in classical form…except that its emotional impact 
is far greater than any contemporary classical piece, particularly Schuller’s Variants for Jazz 
Quartet and Orchestra. It sounds more like ballet music than Schuller’s piece, which comes 
across much more like a modern classical concerto (albeit a good one) and Mingus has solved 
the problem that Schuller had with choreographer George Balanchine by committing the music 
to tape. This way, using modern technology, a clever choreographer could stage this work while 
still using real improvisation instead of composed music. 

Mingus was also in a surprisingly creative mood in July of 1963 when he recorded his 
only solo piano album for Impulse! The attention of musicians and lay listeners was immediately 
drawn to Myself When I Am Real, an improvised piece that evinced a strong sense of structure 
and development. As we shall see, he was to eventually re-record this in a performance scored 
fro full orchestra, but to listen to the original recording is a lesson in creativity. Once again, a 
quasi-Spanish theme, almost Moorish, opens the piece, and here Mingus is able to quickly morph 
it into an attractive melody that develops into something quite interesting and complex. Again, 
rhythmic changes introduce new themes which Mingus deftly ties into the preceding material. 
Almost as good was Orange Was the Color of Her Dress, Then Blue Silk (in his later perform-
ances of this piece, Mingus often reversed the last two words), a relaxed, bluesy composition 
that, as we shall see, he would expand considerably. Another piece that shows tremendous skill 
in creativity, though often overlooked, is Meditations for Moses, where Mingus constantly shifts 
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both his melodic and rhythmic material, yet somehow gets it to all fit together into a whole work. 
By this point in his life, his mastery of form was complete. 

For his second Impulse! album (the piano solo disc was actually the third), Mingus broke 
the label’s bank with yet another large-band session, but curiously enough, in this case he wrote 
no new pieces but merely fleshed out older works to be played by the orchestra. My personal 
view of this is that these were works that Mingus had always wanted to do in a large band set-
ting, but for economic reasons was never able to do so before then. He tried to disguise them but 
giving many of them new titles, for instance using II B.S. for the Haitian Fight Song, Hora 
Decubitus for E’s Flat, Ah’s Flat Too, and I X Love for Duke’s Choice, but his complete rescor-
ing of these works almost did make them sound rather new in a way. I particularly like the first 
of these in its large band setting because of the subsidiary figures he wrote, which gave the piece 
an extra dimension that it had lacked in its small-band version. Celia, recorded much earlier, in 
fact in January when he put The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady together, is another ballad in 
the same vein as Bemoanable Lady (with yet another Hodges-like opening alto sax), but it soon 
morphs into something darker and more powerful, with plunger brass figures cutting into the fab-
ric of the work while trombone and lower saxes play sinister, slithering chords underneath. 

Prior to his Impulse! contract, Mingus signed with United Artists records and immedi-
ately asked to be able to record some pieces that he had been writing for some time with a large 
orchestra. Despite the declining jazz audience and economic hardships in the jazz recording in-
dustry, UA agreed to let him record the album at Town Hall in October 1962. In order to make 
money from such an expensive recording session, UA sold tickets to it and promoted it as a jazz 
concert. Then they unexpectedly moved the date back two weeks. Mingus, who was still scram-
bling to orchestrate and score everything, was caught short in time, but somehow, barely, made it 

Naturally, the public was confused, disoriented and ultimately upset by the false starts 
and re-takes attendant on a recording session. Mingus, knowing that this was one of the few 
times he would have to get much of this music on tape, gamely went on with it, though he did 
apologize to the audience and explain that this was indeed a working recording date and not 
really a “concert.” Despite a poorly-produced and truncated album of the results, the master 
tapes, eventually issued complete and in good sound in the 1990s, vindicated what Mingus was 
trying to do. The music contained in this concert were some of his finest jazz-classical hybrids, 
with much of the music later used in his post-mortem score, Epitaph. Again, we reach a point 
where music composed between 1948 and (possibly) 1967, rediscovered in score form and re-
constructed for performance and recording, was to make an impact outside of its time frame, but 
in this case it was largely due to United Artists’ greed and carelessness. 

I have chosen to discuss this session after the Impulse! recordings because, in a very real 
way, this concert and the music from it represented a summation or culmination of everything 
Mingus was or had become in his life up to this point. As we shall see, much of this music even-
tually made its way into his massive folio of orchestrated music he wished to be performed after 
his death, given the umbrella title of Epitaph (which was the title of one of the works played at 
this concert, when Mingus was but 40 years old), thus I consider it to be of greater importance 
than much of the surrounding material recorded the same year except for Black Saint and Sinner 
Lady. Epitaph part 1, as those familiar with the later re-recording by Schuller on Columbia re-
cords are aware, begins ominously with a motif played by the deepest saxes in C minor, quickly 
jumping to one of his favorite keys, D� minor, then to another of his favorites, E� minor. The 
resultant passages, replete with atonal screeches from the open trumpets, are reminiscent of 
Pithecanthropus Erectus, only here the musical construction comes to a halt, followed by a free-
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tempo alto sax solo with bass underpinning. Mingus, who had played at the Newport Rebels Fes-
tival with Ornette Coleman and was one of his few supporters among older jazzmen, possibly 
borrowed an idea or two for this passage. Then comes a most remarkable section, with the alto 
playing in F major while the rest of the band is playing F9 diminished. Various figures by the 
trumpet, trombone, and baritone sax come and go through this dense chording, extending the 
music’s scope (at one point, the trumpet plays an Ellington tune in F major above the fray). The 
resultant harmonic clashes really do give the feeling of unsettled tonality, which becomes even 
more so at 2:50 until the music finally picks up the tempo and evolves into a chase chorus be-
tween trumpet and trombone (the paying audience, quite obviously confused by all of this, sud-
denly bursts into applause at this point). Eventually, however, the music does settle into a quasi-
Ellington groove, a slithering trombone solo pushes the harmonic envelope while low saxes play 
a contrasting figure beneath him, then the tempo doubles and the drums take over. When the alto 
sax re-enters, he is back in F major, and this time the rest of the orchestra more or less stays with 
him. The tempo slows down, then suddenly—after a suspended chord—the orchestra plays Min-
gus’ clever rearrangement of Vernon Duke’s I Can’t Get Started, renamed My Search. Some-
how, the listener’s ability to identify this familiar tune doesn’t provide much stability, as the 
chord substitutions become more complex and Mingus’ bass solo is eventually overridden by 
high winds playing sustained notes and occasional blurts from the trombones. If anything, one’s 
recognition of the melody as a variant of I Can’t Get Started makes things even more uneasy, 
more unsettled. As usual in Mingus’ scoring, heavy low instruments (baritone saxes and trom-
bones) play a strange countermelody as an alto sax proceeds with a multi-chorus solo. 

At this point in the later Epitaph score, Gunther Schuller inserted Percussion Discussion. 
To my ears, this simply doesn’t work structurally, and it doesn’t matter if Mingus had that piece 
penciled in to follow the Epitaph opening because it simply drags the mood down and puts the 
listener in a different space. My Search is much more apt, and in keeping with Mingus’ later 
ideas of making the opening a bit of a suite I have followed it with Epitaph part 2, which was 
also part of the Town Hall program. Its quasi-Eastern opening misleads the listener, as Mingus 
intended, into thinking this is a strange variant on My Search when in fact it is an entirely differ-
ent piece. Here, the music becomes gradually quieter rather than louder, then the long, slow cres-
cendo begins. At one point, Mingus can be heard shouting in the background; the music builds to 
a ferocious climax, then subsides again as if spent. Occasional notes from an electric guitar are 
heard throughout this section, as are interjections from above by a trumpet, then an oboe is heard 
as the quasi-Eastern feeling returns. A ferocious storm of sound builds up, comes to a climax in a 
drum solo, and then suddenly ends.  

I particularly like the Town Hall arrangement and performance of Duke’s Choice because 
of its rich textures and (oddly, considering the tension surrounding this performance) serenity of 
execution. Low clarinets in their chalumeau register blend with oboe and, later, bass clarinet to 
produce some exquisite timbres; in this rich feast of compositional scoring, the solos almost 
seem like icing on the cake. By comparison with the preceding works, Duke’s Choice almost 
sounds conventional in form and execution, but this cannot be said of Peggy’s Blue Skylight de-
spite a relatively straightforward tempo. Here, again, Mingus allows the harmony to lead the 
melody, not vice-versa, and he delights in creating highly unusual and unorthodox chords to un-
derlay his creation. For much of its duration, Skylight almost sounds like a jazz composition in 
and of itself, and the inclusion of a baritone sax solo is not altogether sufficient to dispel this 
feeling, although this particular solo fits into the fabric of the piece extremely well. 
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Nor was this the only classical-influenced jazz piece Mingus wrote during this period, 
though it was the largest and most involved. A year later, he wrote Meditation (On a Pair of 
Wire Cutters) for his working band which now included trumpeter Johnny Coles, alto saxist-
flautist-bass clarinetist Eric Dolphy, tenor saxist Clifford Jordan, pianist Jaki Byard and drummer 
Dannie Richmond. Dolphy’s formidable skills on his various instruments have been well-
documented. Byard was a classically trained pianist who could not only play jazz in his own 
style, but emulate virtually every jazz pianist’s style from Fats Waller to Cecil Taylor. Despite a 
jazz-theme opening, and returns to jazz sections later on, the April 4, 1964 premiere of Medita-
tion is largely a duo performance by Dolphy and Byard, the former mostly on flute. Mingus’ 
bass, played bowed much of the time, adds a plaintive undercurrent. At 9:40 into the perform-
ance, the piano suddenly increases the tempo with an insistent rhythmic beat, then plays chro-
matic improvisations around the horns. At 11:01, the beat relaxes somewhat as Dolphy switches 
to bass clarinet for an agitated solo which has moments of relaxation after two minutes. Mingus 
plays a plucked bass solo in dialogue with the piano, then Byard takes over with a happy, busy 
solo before returning to the slow tempo at 15:00. Coles solos, followed by Mingus again. A 
polyphonic, multi-tempo passage comes in around 22:00. One of the most remarkable features of 
Meditations is the way Dolphy slithers through the chromatic scale and the sensitive way Byard 
accompanies this. This is music that defies description: modern classical techniques used in the 
body of a “jazz” piece.  

But disaster was on the horizon. As Mingus and Russell suspected, a bevy of “free-form” 
musicians arose in imitation of Ornette Coleman and, like Parker’s imitators, few of them were 
as good as the original. By 1964, jazz clubs were in serious trouble: they could only make money 
by booking the best-known artists, but then they had to pack the house every night in order to 
break even. Those with great talent but lesser name recognition (like Herbie Nichols, even 
though he himself died in 1963) had trouble getting jobs. And even the big names found more 
recognition, and much better venues such as concert stages instead of nightclubs, when they went 
overseas, so that is where they went: Brubeck, Rollins, Adderly, even Coleman and Coltrane. 
Mingus had a successful tour of France and Germany around the same time, and wrote for that 
trip one of his greatest compositions, Meditation (On a Pair of Wire Cutters), but at the end of 
the trip reed player Eric Dolphy chose to remain behind in Germany. Dolphy died of a diabetic 
attack and coma while in Germany because the doctors there mistook the symptoms for a drug 
overdose (they didn’t know that Dolphy never used illicit drugs) and thus gave him the wrong 
medication. It crushed Mingus’ spirits so much that he gave up writing and playing music for 
nearly five years. 

As 1966 drew to a close, then, the jazz world was on the verge of collapse. Only Coltrane 
still had star power, but he was beginning to lose his audience as his playing became ever denser 
and less accessible. Mingus was in seclusion, Rollins and Coleman in Europe, only the MJQ still 
rolling along with their low-level but sparkling classical jazz (and, in Europe, Loussier). The 
American scene was dominated by the avant-gardists like Albert Ayler and Cecil Taylor, who 
very few listeners enjoyed. Even Miles Davis’ current band was rather avant-garde, featuring 
musicians like Wayne Shorter. Something had to happen. What did occur was not only unex-
pected but pushed jazz away from the glorious path it had been taking from 1938 to 1963. 

What happened was fusion. Although there had been several artistically successful 
groups that combined rock and jazz, such as the Electric Flag, Blood, Sweat and Tears, and the 
Don Ellis big bands, none of them really created a big sociological or economic impact or influ-
enced other musicians to follow their lead, but when Miles Davis produced his Bitches’ Brew 
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album in 1970, the whole world followed his lead.  
The probable reason for Davis’ success where the others failed was the fact that he used a 

form of funk-rock as a basis for his music rather than the more standardized white commercial 
rock beat. This made a greater inroad with the African-American community, which had already 
moved away from jazz with the advent of such complex players as Coltrane, Dolphy, and Cole-
man, and this in turn led it charging into the musical mainstream. Before long, a huge group of 
musicians both black and white were jumping on the fusion bandwagon. Mingus, who finally 
came out of his depression in the early 1970s, made his re-entrance on the scene with the splen-
did 1971 album, Let My Children Hear Music. The title, as it turned out, had a dual meaning: he 
wanted young African-Americans to listen to his music, and specifically this album, in order to 
develop their minds towards more sophisticated music, but it was also an admonition against 
both undisciplined free-form jazz and fusion, which he detested. In the liner notes—which won 
him a Grammy rather than the music contained therein—Mingus wrote the following: 

 
I know and hear what they are doing. But the validity remains to be seen: what 
comes, what is left, after you hear the melody and after you hear the solo. Unless you 
just want to hear the feeling, as they say…I, myself, came to enjoy the players who 
didn’t only just swing but who invented new rhythmic patterns, along with new me-
lodic concepts. And those people are: Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Max Roach, Sonny 
Rollins, Lester Young, Dizzy Gillespie and Charles Parker… 
 
I hear a lot of Bird’s solos in the music of this past and present rock music era. The 
names are not important. But what they do, more or less, is just take a melody cre-
ated by a jazz soloist and put words to it. They add words to a solo with a few of the 
notes left out…. I say, let my children have music. For God’s sake, rid this society of 
some of the noise so that those who have ears will be able to use them some place 
listening to good music. When I say good I don’t mean that today’s music is bad be-
cause it is loud. I mean the structures have paid no attention to the past history of 
music… Jazz—the way it has been handled in the past—stifles them so that they be-
lieve only in the trumpet, trombone, saxophone, maybe a flute now and then or a 
clarinet… I think it is time our children were raised to think they can play bassoon, 
oboe, English horn, French horn, lull percussion, violin, cello. The results would 
be—well, the Philharmonic would not be the only answer for us then. If we so-called 
jazz musicians who are the composers, the spontaneous composers, started including 
these instruments in our music, it would open everything up, it would get rid of 
prejudice because the musicianship would be so high in caliber that the symphony 
couldn’t refuse us.2 
 

And with this essay, which I recommend that readers peruse in full, Mingus drew a line 
in the sand—not merely between jazz and fusion, although he does that too, but between jazz as 
it is played by the average jazz group and a fuller, more expansive vision of what we call “jazz,” 
a music that includes symphonic instruments as a matter of course, a music with form and struc-
ture as well as solos that fit that structure. The question was put to Gary Giddins, co-author of the 
ebook Jazz, “In the work of Thelonious Monk and Charles Parker there is a tension between 
composition and improvisation. What led these jazz composers to notate their compositions with 
                                                
2 http://mingusmingusmingus.com/mingus/what-is-a-jazz-composer. 
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greater precision, even as the music grew in complexity?” Giddins’ answer was that “Jazz has 
always been a combination of composition and improvisation, I mean, going back to Jelly Roll 
Morton, and the jazz composers want to have a certain amount of control but they also want to 
leave space for the improvisers. You listen to a Duke Ellington classic like In a Mellotone and 
you have two great solos, by Johnny Hodges on saxophone and Cootie Williams on trumpet; and 
yet, while they’re playing, the band is playing incredibly complex riffs and arabesques of high 
notes, and it sounds almost as though the solos were written as that because the interaction is per-
fect—and yet, it’s not. It’s something that they learned to do. They know what the orchestra’s 
going to play, so they can keep that in mind, while the orchestra doesn’t know what the impro-
visers are going to play. When it comes together, it’s almost magical and feels like a completely 
satisfying piece.”3 

Ironically, the musicians who could have and should have been Mingus’ allies in this mu-
sical crusade were out of the picture in America during this period. Eddie Sauter, disappointed 
with the results of his Tanglewood Concerto, was in retirement; George Russell was in Scandi-
navia recording Listen to the Silence; Ornette Coleman was unable to get a recording of Skies of 
America made in America; Allyn Ferguson was writing music for TV shows and Clare Fischer 
was writing for movies. Johnny Richards was dead, and it seemed as if the music had finally 
reached the point where—ironically—Charles Mingus’ greatest ally and voice for the complete 
fusion of jazz and classical music left standing in the U.S. was Stan Kenton, who had finally 
come to realize that the small percentage of American listeners who had the ears to catch all the 
complexities of such music were few and far between.  

But there was the music on this new Mingus album, and it was sensational. The only 
older piece on the disc was The Chill of Death, a narration-with-music that Mingus said he had 
written as far back as 1939; the others were all newer works, written within the past four years or 
so. Not all were masterpieces—Taurus in the Arena of Life was eventually left off the LP be-
cause it was thought too weak—but most are in every respect, and this includes the richness of 
the orchestrations, many of which were written by Sy Johnson…yet another example of a jazz 
composer relying on the greater technical skill of an arranger with classical training to bring to 
fruition the ideas in his mind. And again, no shame is reflected on Mingus for this. It was as 
much a condition of classically-oriented jazz for more than 30 years by the time this Mingus al-
bum appeared. Ellington had Strayhorn (and after his death, others) to help him while Kenton 
had Rugolo, Graettinger, Richards and others. Mingus’ recordings of the 1940s proved that he 
could produce such scores on his own when he needed to, but as I say, greater harmonic sophis-
tication required an arranging skill more closely allied to classical music, and this Johnson pro-
vided without selfishness. The greatest irony of the whole operation, of course, was that it was 
only the liner notes that won a Grammy, not the music. Let us examine some of it here. 

The Shoes of the Fisherman’s Wife are Some Jive-Ass Slippers (one of Mingus’ many 
wry and streetwise titles) is fairly typical of the music contained therein. A slow introduction 
played by the winds (saxophones) and what sounds like a single trumpet in C major, joined by 
more trumpets at the 43-second mark, morphs into an out-of-tempo alto saxophone passage (not 
an improvised solo) over which a flute plays interjections until 1:36 when a 6/8 (or possibly 
12/8) rhythm comes in and the music picks up in tempo. Here a bass clarinet plays the theme 
while the alto sax plays interjections, joined by low trumpets and trombones, until the whole 
band is swinging. An amazing passage with xylophone playing along with timpani in rising pitch 
                                                
3 De Veaux, Scott & Giddins, Gary, Jazz:  http://www.wwnorton.com/college/music/jazz/ch/13/authorinsight.aspx. 
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leads to a slow-tempoed piano solo, sounding rather classical in feeling, after which another slow 
passage similar to the introduction is played. Then a more conventional 4/4 beat, using the same 
basic thematic material as the 6/8 passage, comes along, with an alto sax playing above it in im-
provisation, joined eventually by trumpet, and the trumpet solo moves in and out of adjoining 
keys which sometimes clash with the ensemble. The 6/8 rhythm returns for what turns out to be a 
passage in counterpoint between the solo trumpet and a tenor sax, later with rhythmic brass inter-
jections. The music’s complexity grows, slowly but surely, mostly in rhythm before a shift from 
D major to D� major—yet to the listener’s ear, the music seems to rise in pitch rather than fall. A 
cacophonous, free-form passage thus ensues, but this turns out to be a form of cadenza in the 
classical sense and use of the term before the final return of the opening music, this time in F ma-
jor, as an alto sax plays an extempore cadenza over it as a final flourish. 

One aspect of this recording that is almost never mentioned—possibly because most of 
those who write about it are jazz critics, used to hearing jazz recordings—is that the album is en-
gineered like a pop recording. By this I mean the soundspace. All of the instruments are quite 
forward and close to the microphone, unlike your average classical recording where some space 
is set up between the listener and the performers. This is generally done, however, because many 
classical orchestrations want you to hear the whole orchestra as a unified sound whereas jazz 
wants you to hear the individual instruments within the ensemble. Now, what is interesting to 
note is that “big band” jazz, even the highly detailed big band jazz of Sauter and Ellington, also 
relies on such inner detail of sound, yet it was only Ellington who almost consistently achieved 
this X-ray sound on records throughout his career, and he did so largely because of the “non-
blending” nature of his musicians. Here, we hear an orchestra that—if recorded at a bit more of a 
distance—would undoubtedly sound less detailed that it does on this record, but because of the 
pop-music aesthetic utilized, all of the instruments sound as if they’re lined up in front of you, 
sort of the jazz equivalent of the Phil Spector “wall of sound.” This is quite different from the Gil 
Evans sound created first for Thornhill and then for Miles Davis, where an opaque quality was 
the goal, not clarity of detail.  

Adagio ma non troppo is an orchestration sent in to Mingus from an admirer of his im-
provised piano piece Myself When I Am Real. The scoring fully captures both the mood and the 
color of the original in a manner similar to Maurice Ravel’s orchestration for Mussorgsky’s Pic-
tures at an Exhibition, and again the microphone placement and sonic engineering—note, par-
ticularly, the way in which the cello and bass solos are discretely miked in separate channels, 
with another cello playing in the center of the soundspace—contribute as much to our aesthetic 
appreciation of the music as the score itself. Indeed, since this is simply an orchestration (and an 
almost strictly classical one) of a piece written at the keyboard, there is once again a reticence to 
call this “jazz” in the sense that we know jazz. Truthfully, when heard in full score like this, 
there is almost nothing “jazzy” about it. It is, quite simply, a composition, and as I noted earlier, 
one of Mingus’ greatest. The added color of cellos, French horns and high winds merely empha-
size this quality. And note, once again: with a large orchestra at his disposal, Mingus once again 
eschews the use of high strings (violins and violas), instead relying on high winds to counterbal-
ance the cellos and basses. It was, simply, his signature sound. 

I have chosen the aforementioned Taurus in the Arena of Life over the more exciting and 
jazz-influenced Hobo Ho because it is, like Adagio ma non troppo, more classically constructed 
(and also sounds quite similar to it, which may be another reason it was dropped from the origi-
nal disc). A very bouncy, Bach-like piano introduction leads into a richly-scored melody for 
winds and low brass, yet one can still hear the piano playing gaily in the background. Eventually 
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the tempo picks up temporarily, with snare drum heard clearly playing some tricky rhythms un-
der what sounds like a free-form duo of trumpet (left channel) and alto sax (right channel). 
Again, the pop music orientation of the actual recorded sound adds to our emotional response to 
the music. The elusive theme returns, around which trumpet and tenor sax play varying improvi-
sations, and the formerly Bach-like piano also plays improvised arabesques, briefly moving into 
a Latin beat before the whole band returns again to the initial theme. This piece, then, seems to 
be an aural cat-and-mouse game with the listener, of a very advanced type though sounding de-
ceptively simple to the untrained ear. 

The Chill of Death is a remarkably sophisticated piece, which has led some writers on 
Mingus to question whether or not he really wrote it when he was 17 years old. I, on the other 
hand, question their motives for this denial. Are you saying that a young black man, trained only 
by ear via recordings of complex classical music by an iconoclastic teacher (Lloyd Reese), was 
incapable of creating such a work at so young an age? If so, then you are guilty of racism, be-
cause you are saying that only your young white geniuses like Mozart, Schubert or Mendelssohn 
would be capable of such a work at such an age. The musical construction of The Chill of Death 
is certainly not music that is out of place within the classical environment that young Mingus 
was (literally) thrown into by Reese. There are strong traces in every note of the score of Bartók, 
Stravinsky, and Prokofiev, exactly the composers Reese exposed him to, and in fact I would say 
that his tendency here to overdo things—the blatant harmonic clashes, the almost theatrical use 
of bitonality behind the narration and equally theatrical outbursts—are exactly the kind of thing a 
young musician with tremendous natural talent, impressed by the three composers mentioned, 
would have composed at that age. His later works in this vein, even when they utilized similar 
devices, were more sophisticated in their construction. This is not to say that The Chill of Death 
is a jejune composition, merely the work of a musical genius showing off a bit. Indeed, there are 
a few moments where the seams between themes (and harmonic clashes) show a bit, and these 
are exactly the kind of moments that the more mature Mingus worked over so well. On the other 
hand, I’m fairly certain that the 17-year-old Mingus could not have orchestrated this work this 
way. This is clearly the work of a seasoned veteran, in this case Sy Johnson. Thus I would say 
that the music is very high-quality if slightly derivative classical music of 1939 as seen through 
the lens of a trained arranger in 1971. Moreover, Mingus tells us in his liner notes that the alto 
saxophone solo improvised over the final section was inspired by his hearing Charlie Parker on 
the telephone, improvising over Stravinsky’s Firebird in the late 1940s, so at least this element 
of the piece was indeed added later. But as in the case of any work of art, it is not the era of its 
composition that interests us (I despise “timelining” and refuse to accept it as valid in the work 
of almost any musical artist) so much as the larger question: is it effective? And it certainly is. 

On February 4, 1972, Mingus made his triumphant return to live performance with a 
large band at Philharmonic Hall in New York. Billed simply as “Charles Mingus and Friends in 
Concert,” it featured a 21-piece orchestra that, ironically, did not include nearly as many winds 
and strings as he had on the Let My Children Hear Music sessions, although he did have two 
French horns in place of conventional trombones, one flautist (James Moody), and a second 
bassist (the indomitable Milt Hinton, who had begun his career with Jelly Roll Morton) in addi-
tion to himself. The orchestra also included a goodly number of jazz veterans who were known 
either for their association with him (such as trumpeters Lonnie Hillyer and Eddie Preston, sax-
ists Charles McPherson and Bobby Jones, and Eddie Bert—a musician who had started his ca-
reer with the Red Norvo band in the early 1940s—on bass trombone) or were sympathetic with 
his aesthetic ideals in general (baritone saxist Gerry Mulligan, alto saxist Lee Konitz and tenor 
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saxist Gene Ammons). The results, then, should have been consistently excellent, but once again 
shortage of rehearsal time, always a bane of jazz bands, affected the presentation of some of the 
music. But presentation was not everything, and there indeed some magnificent compositions 
and performances presented that night. 

Primary among them was E.S.P., a work in which fractioning of rhythm and playing one 
rhythm against another—even at the very outset—creates a strange tension that is never quite 
resolved throughout the piece. In fact, it almost sounds as if Mingus had set up two discrete or-
chestras to play against one another, with only the basic tempo in common. In this case, the mik-
ing of the concert again helped, as the two “different orchestras” emerge from different channels 
when listening, with solos seemingly centered between the two. One must again recognize the 
genius of the mature Mingus in creating a work that uses rather common musical building blocks 
in an uncommonly sophisticated manner, and again, one notes how the mature Mingus was able 
to fully integrate the sounds and rhythms he wanted into a seamless composition, as opposed to 
the seams that showed in The Chill of Death. From an orchestral standpoint, however, The Chill 
of Death sounds very much like standard modern big band of his era, despite the inclusion (and 
prominence at times) of the French horns. Interestingly, Gerry Mulligan’s baritone sax solo is 
one of the work’s greatest highlights, seamlessly integrating his ideas into those of the band. 

Ecclusiastics, an older piece reorchestrated for this concert, here gains true classical stat-
ure through its richness of sound. Obviously based on African-American church music, it had 
been a showpiece for the older, smaller Mingus band (it was originally recorded on the 1962 al-
bum Oh Yeah). Once again, the discrete separation of brass (left channel) and reeds (right chan-
nel) work almost as a facet of the composition, with some instruments coming out of the center, 
yet inevitably it is the rhythmic shifts of the score—moving from fast passages to slow ones and 
back again, even at some points sounding like country and western music—that maintains inter-
est and works as the glue holding together the varied sections of the work. Note, for instance, 
how cleverly Mingus “pulls” (so to speak) the melodic line across these varied changes of 
tempo, providing unity where disorientation could so easily creep in. Moreover, it is large the 
pianist’s job to maintain the church-like feel in the performance. This, again, is a work of genius. 

The Little Royal Suite was composed for Roy Eldridge, who initially agreed to play it at 
the concert but couldn’t make it due to illness (the part was played by Jon Faddis). A rather 
splashy fanfare introduction leads to the trumpet soloist, jumping from a mid-range F to high F 
and then working his way down in his entrance. A slightly Arabic-sounding lick from the a cap-
pella trumpet leads back to the ensemble, which then moves into a lyrical theme in D� (as we 
have noted, one of Mingus’ favorite keys). The resultant melody, though somewhat bitonal in its 
scoring, bears a surface resemblance to Far Wells, Mill Valley as well as to several slow pieces 
in the Kenton book, which Mingus heightens by pulling high trumpets against a solidly baritone-
sax-based low passage in whole notes. The tempo shifts, via the piano, briefly into a Latin-styled 
rhythm, but it doesn’t take hold right away; then, with the bass trombone joining the piano, it 
pushes the orchestra into a fabulous passage in which the French horns and other winds come in 
and out of the sound texture, creating fascinating cross-currents of sound while the solo trumpet 
plays exultantly in the foreground. Considering the stupendous quality of this music, I’m sur-
prised that the Little Royal Suite hasn’t become a staple of conservatory jazz orchestras, but then 
again, it is very hard to play, whereas Artie Shaw’s inane Concerto for Clarinet keeps bobbing to 
the surface like the remains of a rat-infested schooner than doesn’t know when to say die. 

At about the nine-minute mark, a very irregular rhythm is set up within the 4/4 beat, us-
ing a syncopated figure in the piano:  
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A figure which is also taken up by the bass trombone and baritone saxophone in the right 

channel, while a cross-rhythm is played in the left channel by clarinets and the solo trumpet is 
playing a third rhythm in the center. Despite the underlying rhythm, which is kept steady in the 
right channel, the rest of the band then goes through a free-form section, then we suddenly 
switch gears to a straightahead 4/4 swing—but with more multitonalism played by the orchestra, 
and an alto sax solo in an adjoining key before settling into the home key. The complexity of this 
“little” suite is simply astonishing, and it is unconscionable that the classical world ignores 
works like this when they continue to produce and perform modern “classical” suites that are 
mathematically clever but have no feeling or direction. At 14:45 a sttifish, Stravinsky-like beat is 
set up, then it suddenly relaxes into a slow theme of indeterminate melodic structure, although 
the solo trumpet plays a blues above it! Order is restored via a blues-oriented tenor sax solo with 
strong bass underpinning, followed by a soulful alto. This is the most conventionally jazz-like 
portion of the suite. Eventually, the blues-like theme spills over in the orchestra, descending via 
bitonal scoring through the ether, with the solo trumpet playing blues-like over the top, then end-
ing with a typical Eldridge-like high range passage with the band crashing and collapsing under-
neath him. It’s a remarkable piece. 

I chose to discuss this live version of The I of Hurricane Sue over the studio recording on 
Let My Children because of its superiority as an integrated performance. There’s an extra dimen-
sion of space about the performance that allows for a greater interaction of solos and ensemble, 
and this particular orchestra more successfully blends the slurred figures played by the winds 
(with trumpet on top) with the tone clusters on the piano in the opening sequence. Moreover, the 
live environment seems to inspire the band in such a way that the musical movement just feels 
more relaxed and natural. The music breathes with a more natural pace. In nearly all of these live 
selections, Mingus can be heard shouting instructions (for the entrance of certain musicians or 
sections) or encouragement from the bass chair, and this, too, adds to the way the music builds. 

A great deal of Hurricane Sue sounds like straightahead jazz, but every so often the 
rhythm and/or harmony in a break is changed in such a way as to make the listener recall that 
this is indeed a concert piece and not a jam tune. This, to, was typical of late Mingus, the ability 
to keep shifting one’s expectations as the music developed, and in this case the overall mood is 
relaxed, joyous, and swinging, no matter how complex the piece really is. 

Before leaving this chapter, I wish to discuss two further pieces recorded by Mingus in 
the early 1970s: a new work, Canon, and a revised version of Orange Was the Color of Her 
Dress, Then Silk Blue. Both are quintet performances—whatever he was able to do in his 1972 
concert, Mingus’ regular working band was still normally a small one—yet they show how much 
more sophisticated his methods had become in a decade. The Canon starts with a typically (for 
jazz) breathy, soft tenor sax solo, under which the percussion occasionally interjects; then, at the 
24-second mark, the trumpet plays the same theme one bar off from the tenor while the percus-
sionist switches to tambourine. The piano enters sub-contra at about 1:15, following which the 
drummer plays cymbal washes along with the bass drum. In this way Mingus builds a pensive 
mood, broken only by the entrance of the bass at 2:34 when the tempo suddenly picks up and the 
piano switches to a rhumba-like rhythm. At this point the tenor sax becomes much more agitated 
while the trumpet remains in its calm groove, playing the theme; then the saxophone relaxes and 
joins him, the bass picks a pizzicato double-time figure, and the piece relaxes into its finale. A 
simple yet extremely elegant piece.  
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Orange Was the Color of Her Dress is an arrangement for band of another of Mingus’ 
extempore piano solos, in this case one that was more balladic in mood and straightforward in 
structure than Myself When I Am Real. Here, the composer has really and thoroughly re-written 
it, providing an out-of-tempo introduction that seems to be a repeated lick but really is not (it 
changes after about six bars), then plays cat-and-mouse with the listener on both bar lengths and 
the underlying pulse, both of which continually shift. Perhaps Mingus was creating a metaphor 
for the shifting color of the woman’s dress by continually morphing the rhythm, but it works; 
and when the music finally shifts into high gear at the 2:24 mark, it doesn’t stay there long, ei-
ther. Don Pullen’s piano solo, in one point channeling Mingus’ own playing on the original re-
cording, is evidently the apex of the composition towards which all was initially building and 
from which it will again fall away, for when the tempo increases again and the trumpet and sax 
re-enter, they are now playing obbligato figures (some rhythmic, some melodic) to enhance and 
frame the piano solo, which now moves at times into free-form for a few bars. In a sense, Min-
gus was trying to rein in the wilder, avant-garde musicians like Pharoah Sanders, Cecil Taylor 
and Albert Ayler by indicating exactly how “outside” playing should fit into a pre-existing struc-
ture, or at least some structure, and not just be—as I indicated in an earlier chapter—the frame of 
a building without walls, floors or ceilings. This same reference point also applies to tenor saxist 
George Adams, particularly when he returns to play an “outside” solo of his own. 

And on that note we leave our discussion of Mingus in his great period (but will return 
again to him later) in order to broach the subject of coherent, organized jazz and its battle against 
the poison of fusion. 


